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FOREWORD
The U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) established the System Assessment and
Validation for Emergency Responders (SAVER) Program to assist emergency responders
making procurement decisions. Located within the Science and Technology Directorate (S&T)
of DHS, the SAVER Program conducts objective assessments and validations on commercially
available equipment and systems, and develops knowledge products that provide relevant
equipment information to the emergency responder community. The SAVER Program mission
includes:
• Conducting impartial, practitioner-relevant, operationally oriented assessments and
validations of emergency response equipment
• Providing information, in the form of knowledge products, that enables
decision-makers and responders to better select, procure, use, and maintain
emergency response equipment.
SAVER Program knowledge products provide information on equipment that falls under the
categories listed in the DHS Authorized Equipment List (AEL), focusing primarily on two main
questions for the responder community: “What equipment is available?” and “How does it
perform?” These knowledge products are shared nationally with the responder community,
providing a life- and cost-saving asset to DHS, as well as to Federal, state, and local responders.
The SAVER Program is supported by a network of Technical Agents who perform assessment
and validation activities. As a SAVER Program Technical Agent, the Space and Naval Warfare
Systems Center (SPAWARSYSCEN) Atlantic has been tasked to provide expertise and analysis
on key subject areas, including communications, sensors, security, weapon detection, and
surveillance, among others. In support of this tasking SPAWARSYSCEN Atlantic developed
this report to provide emergency responders with information gathered during a market survey of
commercially available body-worn video cameras for law enforcement, which fall under AEL
reference number 13LE-00-SURV titled Equipment, Law Enforcement Surveillance.
For more information on the SAVER Program or to view additional reports on body-worn video
cameras for law enforcement or other technologies, visit www.firstresponder.gov/SAVER.
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POINTS OF CONTACT
SAVER Program
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Science and Technology Directorate
FRG Stop 0203
245 Murray Lane
Washington, DC 20528-0215
E-mail: saver@hq.dhs.gov
Website: www.firstresponder.gov/SAVER
Space and Naval Warfare Systems Center Atlantic
Advanced Technology and Assessments Branch
P.O. Box 190022
North Charleston, SC 29419-9022
E-mail: ssc_lant_saver_program.fcm@navy.mil
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Body-worn video cameras are valuable tools that can be used by law enforcement to record
traffic stops, arrests, sobriety tests, and interviews. Body-worn video camera systems typically
consist of a camera, microphone, battery, and onboard data storage. They are designed to be
head-mounted or worn at various locations on the body, depending on the model. To provide
emergency responders with information on body-worn video cameras, the System Assessment
and Validation for Emergency Responders (SAVER) Program conducted a market survey.
This market survey report is based on information gathered from September 2014 to March 2015
from vendors, Internet research, industry publications, an emergency responder focus group, and
a government issued Request for Information (RFI) that was posted on the Federal Business
Opportunities website. For inclusion in this report, the body-worn video camera had to be
commercially available, designed for law enforcement applications, and overt in nature.
Due diligence was performed to develop a report that is representative of products in the
marketplace.

2.

BODY-WORN VIDEO CAMERAS OVERVIEW

Body-worn video cameras include a camera unit that can house onboard data storage and a
battery, or these elements may be housed in an operating unit that is connected via a cable to the
camera unit. In addition, body-worn video cameras are characterized by a mounting mechanism
that enables the user to wear the camera in various locations. Body-worn cameras typically
record audio, video, and, in some cases, still photos. Software is often included with body-worn
video cameras to enable playback of video, to authenticate data, manage user rights, ensure a
chain of custody in record keeping, and improve the quality of the recorded data. Some of these
systems also include the ability to immediately view recorded video, either via a streaming
application or directly on the camera’s display.
2.1

Camera Unit

The function of a body-worn video camera is to digitally capture video, audio, and, in some
cases, still photographs. Camera units support audio recording with built-in microphones or
inputs for external microphones. Some permit users to activate and deactivate audio recording or
to record only audio. Most body-worn video cameras feature visual indicators that display
system status, such as on/off, active recording, battery status, and data storage capacity. Video
quality is influenced by the camera’s resolution, lux rating, video compression, and frame rate.
The resolution of a camera is an indicator of its ability to resolve detail in an image. Although it
is not the sole determining factor, a higher resolution greatly contributes to capturing a clearer,
higher quality image. This is a due to the fact that a higher resolution camera uses more pixels,
allowing more detail of the scene to be captured and displayed.
A camera’s sensitivity to light, often called its lux rating, indicates how much light the camera
needs to produce a satisfactory video image. The closer the lux rating is to zero, the less light is
required to capture clear video. Some body-worn video cameras are equipped with an infrared
(IR) illuminator to enable them to better capture video in low light conditions.
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Digital video typically undergoes a compression process that removes redundant data, reducing
the data storage required for the video image. Video compression formats of the body-worn
video cameras in this market survey include Motion-JPEG, MPEG, and H.264, currently the
most advanced compression format. Once a video recording has been compressed, it is encoded
in a video file format, the most common of which include Microsoft® Audio Video Interlaced
(AVI), Flash Video (FLV and F4V), Apple® QuickTime® movie (MOV), and MPEG-4 (MP4).
A camera’s frame rate is the number of consecutive frames captured per second. Normal,
full-motion recording typically takes place at 30 image frames per second (fps), though a rate of
24 fps is commonly used in video display and recording.
2.2

Battery

Body-worn video cameras are typically powered by rechargeable batteries and may allow for a
variety of charging options (e.g., AC charger, DC charger, USB, docking station). The
maximum battery runtimes of body-worn video cameras in this market survey range from 1.3 to
12 hours while continuously recording. Although some systems are powered by user-replaceable
batteries, other systems use non-replaceable, built-in batteries. When the built-in batteries will
no longer hold a charge, either the unit must be replaced or some vendors offer a service to
replace the built-in batteries.
2.3

Data Storage

Video, still images, and audio may be stored to onboard, non-removable data storage or to a
removable memory card. Data storage capacity is measured in gigabytes (GB) and may be
expandable via a removable memory card. Popular options include secure digital (SD), secure
digital high capacity (SDHC), miniSD, and microSD memory cards. Some body-worn video
camera systems are comprised of two components; a camera and a digital video recorder (DVR)
or controller unit with an interconnecting cable. The camera captures images and the DVR or
controller unit typically provides for data storage and battery power.
2.4

Mounting Hardware

Body-worn video cameras are typically small and lightweight so they can be worn in a variety of
ways using different mounting accessories. The camera might be fastened to a uniform with a
clip, harness, or lanyard. Mounts for hats, helmets, and glasses are common. A headband or an
armband mount might also be used. Clamps or suction-cups can affix the camera to cars,
motorcycles, and bicycles.
2.5

Software

Encryption, password protection, and firewalls are a few of the many software security measures
that may be utilized to ensure data security. Video captured by a body-worn camera system is
saved in either a proprietary or standard file format. Proprietary formats will require software to
initially access the video from the camera. To transfer video for viewing, the camera typically
connects to a computer or server through a USB cable or a docking station. Systems that do not
require software are recognized as an external device when connected to a PC and the user can
simply browse to the files on the camera to view them with a standard media player
(e.g., Windows Media® Player). For added security, some cameras will not be visible as an
external drive and users will only be able to access video through proprietary software, which
2
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typically requires a username and password. Then, depending on the system, the video may be
saved locally on a PC or server, or uploaded to optional cloud storage. Once accessed, files
originally captured in proprietary file formats can typically be exported in standard file formats.
Video recorded by body-worn video cameras can be improved through software controls for
image brightness, color balance, and image stabilization. Metadata, such as date/time stamps,
global positioning system (GPS) coordinates, and case numbers are often saved with the video to
preserve and maintain a record of officer response, ensure a chain of custody, and authenticate
data.
2.6

Applications

Traffic stops, including sobriety tests or vehicle searches, interviews, and residential calls have
been identified by emergency responders as applications in which they would use body-worn
video cameras. In these situations, the evidentiary support of the video recording could be
beneficial. In addition, these devices are valuable tools that can be used to maintain evidence
integrity by providing a video record of these activities.
2.7

Ingress Protection

The Ingress Protection (IP) rating, established by the International Electrotechnical Commission,
is a standard for rating a product’s protection against solids and liquids. Refer to Appendix A for
an explanation of IP ratings.
2.8

Standards/Regulations

Many product features found in body-worn video cameras are intended to ensure evidence is
properly captured, stored, and managed. Ideally, body-worn video cameras are able to provide a
record of events that take place from the perspective of a law enforcement official. The federal
rules of evidence require that audio and video evidence fairly and accurately portray events.
This requirement is satisfied by testimony from the manufacturer regarding the proper operation
and handling of their equipment. Therefore, if the video captured with a body-worn video
camera is to be cited as a third-party witness, it is recommended that users understand the
Federal rules of evidence prior to purchase.
Additionally, state law may not permit evidentiary recording of audio with video, or may impose
other restrictions on the use of body-worn video cameras for evidentiary purposes. These
factors, including an individual’s right to privacy, should also be considered prior to purchase.
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3.

PRODUCT INFORMATION–VENDOR PROVIDED

This section provides information on more than 20 body-worn video cameras from 15 vendors
that range in price from $125 to $1,120. All products are black in color and feature color video
recording with auto focus and a built-in microphone. Table 3-1 provides general product
specifications and the following sections provide product specific information. Product
information presented in this section was obtained directly from vendors and their websites. The
information has not been independently verified by the SAVER Program. Clarification on
certain specifications is provided below, listed in alphabetical order:
Expandable Data Storage (GB) indicates the maximum amount of data storage the camera can
support with user-added memory.
Frame Rate (fps) indicates the video frame rate, reported in frames per second. Some frame
rates vary with the camera’s quality settings.
Max. Battery Runtime (hours) indicates the maximum time the camera will operate with
continuous use before battery replacement or charging is required.
Onboard Data Storage (GB) indicates the amount of data storage included with purchase.
Recording Time (hours) indicates the minimum and maximum recorded video that can be
stored on the body-worn video camera system. Ranges are based on video quality settings.
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Black Mamba
Protection
LLC1

Digital Ally
Inc.

$600
BMPpro+ series

1

2.9x1.8x0.9

5.2

$650

FirstVu HD

$795

848x480 to
1920x1080

30/60

30

140°

1

1.5x1.1x1.0
(camera)
4.0x2.6x0.6
(DVR)

0.8 (camera)
3.1 (DVR)

640x480 to
1280x720

2.0 (camera)
11.6 (DVR)

640x480 to
15-603
1920x1080

142°

8.5 to
17.0

2

32

8.0 to
10.0

4.5



4

32

4.5

5.0



8

32

5.0

2.5

$330

1

Stream Battery

$600

1

3x1.4x2.5

7.0

320x240 to
15-603
1920x1080

142°

Eye3Data4

Eye3WitnessView
series

$446

1

2.9x1.8x0.9

6.2

1920x1080

30/60

140°



Gatekeeper
Systems Inc.

XFORCE PR-104

$550

1

3.7x2.2x1.0

5.4

1280x720 to
30/60
1920x1080

160°



LEA-AID

Scorpion Micro DV

$125

90
days

2.2x1.1x0.8

0.6

1280x720

30

62°

2

$895

1

3.6x2.3x1.2

4.2

1280x720

30

120°

16

Pinnacle
PR5
Response Ltd.5

$596

5

Max. Battery Runtime
(hours)

32



POV.HD



Recording Time
(hours)
4.0 to
8.5

2.6x1.3x1.0
(camera)
6.6x2.4x1.6
(DVR)

Extreme
Technologies
LLC

Expandable Data
Storage (GB)

Onboard Data
Storage (GB)
16



95°

IR Illuminator

Audio Mute Capability

Playback Display

Max. Field of View

Frame Rate (fps)

Resolution
(min. to max.)

Weight (ounces)

Camera Dimensions
(inches)

Product

Warranty (years)

Vendor

MSRP

Table 3-1. Body-Worn Video Cameras Specifications






10.0

16

8.0

32

9.0

16

3.5 to
11.0

10.0

1.0

1.3

5.2

5.2

16

10.0

Frame Rate (fps)

Max. Field of View

Playback Display

Audio Mute Capability

IR Illuminator

Onboard Data
Storage (GB)

3.6

640x480 to
1920x1080

30/60

170°







8

RS2-X2

$529

1

3.9x2.2x1.0

4.6

640x480 to
1920x1080

Reveal Media
Ltd.

30

120°



8

RS3-SX

$599

1

5.0x2.2x1.0

4.9

640x480 to
1920x1080

30

120°



8

Safety Vision
LLC

Prima Facie Body
Camera

$579

1

3.7x2.3x1.7

5.3

720x480 to
1920x1080

60

120°



AXON body

$399

1

3.3x2.6x0.8

3.5

640x480

30

TASER
International
Inc.

0.5 (camera)
3.3 (controller)

640x480

Veho

6

VIEVU LLC

WatchGuard
Video

Max. Battery Runtime
(hours)

Weight (ounces)

2.5x2.0x1.0

PRO-VISION
BODYCAM
Video Systems

Recording Time
(hours)

Camera Dimensions
(inches)

1

Product

Expandable Data
Storage (GB)

Warranty (years)

$295

Vendor

Resolution
(min. to max.)

MSRP
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32

3.0 to
4.5

3.0

3.0

>2.5

3.0

>2.5

32

6.0 to
35.0

6.0

130°

8

4.0 to
14.0

12.0

30

75°

8

4.0 to
14.0

12.0

3.0

3.0

16

6.0 to
12.0

5.0





32

AXON Flex

$599

1

3.2x0.8x0.7
(camera)
3.3x2.6x0.8
(controller)

MuviView HD Pro

$239

1

3.2x2.0x0.9

2.8

1920x1080

30

160°

LE3

$899

90
days

3.0x2.1x0.9

2.8

848×480 to
1280×720

30

68°

VISTA (extended
capacity)

$1,120

1

3.1x1.9x1.1

5.3

864x480 to
1280x720

30

130°

32

9.0 to
50.0

9.0

VISTA (standard
capacity)

$995

1

3.1x1.9x0.9

4.3

864x480 to
1280x720

30

130°

32

6.0 to
50.0

6.0

6

8




32

848x480 to
1920x1080

30/60

120°





Wolfcom Vision

$250

1

2.9x1.5x0.6

2.2

640x480 to
1920x1080

30/60

120°

Notes:
1
Information provided by Donatini Inc. dba Johnson Hicks Marine, a Black Mamba Protection LLC distributor.
2
There is a no-charge option to order the camera with the audio always on.
3
Available frame rate options dependent on resolution chosen.
4
Information provided by CR Services Inc., an Eye3Data distributor.
5
Information provided by Black Tree Group LLC, a Pinnacle Response Ltd. Distributor.
6
Information provided by MPH Industries Inc., a Veho distributor.
—system is equipped with corresponding feature.
Blank Cell—product does not have corresponding feature.
Information in the table is based on data gathered from vendors and their websites from September 2014 to March 2015.
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Max. Battery Runtime
(hours)

Audio Mute Capability

5.5

Recording Time
(hours)

Playback Display

3.8x2.4x1.3

Expandable Data
Storage (GB)

Max. Field of View

1

Onboard Data
Storage (GB)

Frame Rate (fps)

$475

IR Illuminator

Weight (ounces)

Wolfcom 3rd Eye
Police Body Camera

Product

Resolution
(min. to max.)

Camera Dimensions
(inches)

Wolfcom
Enterprises

Warranty (years)

Vendor

MSRP
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32

8.5 to
17.0

6.5

32

8.5 to
17.5

2.5
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3.1

Black Mamba Protection LLC BMPpro+™

The BMPpro+ costs $600 (16 GB) and $650 (32 GB) and includes the
following:
BMPpro+ camera unit with an integrated 2-inch color display
Rotating clip mount
USB cable
AC adapter
DC adapter.

•
•
•
•
•

Technical support is available for an additional cost.
Camera Unit
The camera is constructed of reinforced thermoplastic polymer. It features an operating
temperature range of -40° to 140°F and a storage temperature range of -20° to 151°F. The
camera is shock resistant (drop tested from 6.5 feet to concrete) and has an IP67 rating. The
camera has a manual IR illuminator and a lux rating of 0.01.
The camera features indicators for battery level, data storage capacity, recording duration, user
ID, and active recording. Video is stamped with date/time and user ID. The camera features
non-removable data storage. Video compression format is H.264 and the video file format is
AVI.
The camera is powered by a built-in, rechargeable lithium-ion battery. Time required for
charging a fully depleted battery is 3 hours.
The camera can integrate with most officer-worn, two-way radios, taking the place of the
lapel-worn microphone.
Software
Recorded video can be viewed using Windows Media Player and QuickTime. BMPnest or
BMPnest Lite software is optional and supports downloading, playback, searching, annotating,
archiving, reviewing, data management, and DVD copying of video. The proprietary software
also provides data authentication, rights management, and chain of custody record keeping as
well as a cloud storage option.
3.2

Digital Ally Inc. FirstVu™ HD

The FirstVu HD costs $795 and includes the following:
• FirstVu HD camera
• FirstVu DVR
• Three camera mounts (fabric clip, button mount, and Velcro
mount)
• Two USB cables
• AC adapter
• DC adapter
• Two FirstVu batteries (proprietary)
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• Battery charger
• VuVault software disc.
Technical support is included with purchase.
Camera System
The camera system is comprised of the camera unit and DVR and is constructed of plastic. It has
an operating temperature range of -4° to 158°F and a storage temperature range of -40° to 176°F.
The camera system is shock resistant (drop tested from 6 feet to concrete) and has an IPX5
rating. The camera has a lux rating of 0.08.
The camera system features indicators for battery level and active recording. Video is stamped
with user ID and date/time. The DVR features non-removable data storage. Video compression
format is H.264, and the video file format is AVI.
The camera system is powered by a user-replaceable, rechargeable FirstVu proprietary battery.
Time required for charging a fully depleted battery is 4 hours.
Software
VuVault software is required for playback and is included with purchase. VuVault supports
downloading, playback, searching, annotating, archiving, reviewing, data management, and
DVD copying of video. The proprietary software also provides data authentication, rights
management, and chain of custody record keeping as well as a cloud storage option. The camera
is capable of wireless streaming via mobile devices with the VuVault Go mobile application.
3.3

Extreme Technologies LLC

Extreme Technologies LLC offers two body-worn video cameras: the POV.HD ($330) and the
Stream Battery ($600).
3.3.1

POV.HD

The POV.HD costs $330 and includes the following:
• POV.HD camera
• POV.HD DVR with an integrated 2 inch color
display
• Wireless remote control
• 4 GB SDHC memory card
• Camera clamp (goggle/shoulder mount)
• Star mount and double hook/loop assemblies
• USB cable
• A/V out cable
• Low-voltage differential signal (LVDS) cable
• Four AA alkaline batteries
• Quick-start guide
• Carrying case.
Technical support is included with purchase.
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Camera System
The camera system is comprised of a camera, DVR, and wireless remote control. The camera is
constructed of lightweight aluminum and the DVR is constructed of polycarbonate. The camera
system has an operating temperature range of -22° or 14° (dependent on lithium or alkaline
battery type) to 140°F and a storage temperature range of -40° to 158°F. The camera system is
shock resistant (drop test information not available) and has an IP67 rating.
The camera system features indicators for battery level, standby, and active recording. Video is
date/time stamped. The DVR utilizes a removable SDHC memory card for data storage. Video
compression format is H.264 and the video file format is MPEG-4 or MOV.
The camera is powered by four user-replaceable AA batteries.
Software
Recorded video can be viewed using Windows Media Player, QuickTime, and VLC Player.
3.3.2

Stream Battery

The Stream Battery costs $600 and includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stream Battery camera unit
External lithium-ion battery end-cap
8 GB microSDHC memory card
C-clamp battery mount
Tripod mounting plate
USB cable
AC adapter
One lithium-ion battery
Quick-start guide
Lens cap.

Technical support is included with purchase.
Camera Unit
The camera is constructed of magnesium. It has an operating temperature range of 14° to 140°F
and a storage temperature range of 14° to 95°F. The camera is shock resistant (drop test
information not available) and has an IP67 rating.
The camera features indicators for battery level, standby, and active recording. Video is
date/time stamped. The camera utilizes a removable microSDHC memory card for data storage.
Video compression format is H.264 and the video file format is MPEG-4 or MOV.
The camera is powered by a user-replaceable, rechargeable lithium-ion battery. Time required
for charging a fully depleted battery is 4 to 6 hours.
Software
Recorded video can be viewed using Windows Media Player, QuickTime, and VLC Player. The
camera is capable of wireless streaming via mobile devices with the mobile application available
from the vendor by request.
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3.4

Eye3Data Eye3WitnessView

The Eye3WitnessView costs $446 (16 GB) and $596 (32 GB) and
includes the following:
• Eye3WitnessView camera unit with an integrated 2 inch
color display
• Universal articulating metal clip
• USB cable
• AC charger
• DC charger
• Eye3WitnessView Manual Access software.
Technical support is included with purchase.
Camera Unit
The camera is constructed of thermoplastic polymer. It has an operating temperature range
of -40° to 140°F and a storage temperature range of -4° to 131°F. The camera is shock resistant
(drop tested from 6 feet) and has an IP67 rating. The camera has a manually controlled IR
illuminator and a lux rating of 0.1.
The camera features indicators for power and the IR illuminator. Video is date/time stamped.
The camera features non-removable data storage. Video compression format is H.264 and the
video file format is MOV or MPEG-4.
The camera is powered by a built-in, rechargeable lithium-ion battery. Time required for
charging a fully depleted battery is 3 hours.
The camera can integrate with most officer-worn, two-way radios, taking the place of the
lapel-worn microphone.
Software
Recorded video can be viewed using Windows Media Player, QuickTime, Real Player, and VLC
Player. Eye3WitnessView Manual Access software is included with purchase. This software
allows users to login via the camera password and perform basic downloading and playback
functions.
Eye3WitnessView software is also available in four other versions at an additional cost and with
varying degrees of capabilities including support for downloading, playback, searching,
annotating, archiving, reviewing, data management, and DVD copying of video. The proprietary
software also provides data authentication, rights management, and chain of custody record
keeping.
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3.5

Gatekeeper Systems Inc. XFORCE PR-104

The XFORCE PR-104 costs $550 and includes the following:
• XFORCE PR-104 camera unit with an integrated 2-inch
display
• Clip mount
• AC adapter
• USB cable
• XTRACT software disc.
Technical support is included with purchase.
Camera Unit
The camera is constructed of thermoplastic polymer. It has an operating and storage temperature
range of -20° to 110°F. The camera is shock resistant (drop tested from 9.8 feet) and has an IP67
rating. The camera has a manually controlled IR illuminator and a lux rating of 0.02.
The camera features indicators for power, active recording, charging, and IR illuminator. Video
is date/time stamped. The camera features non-removable data storage. Video compression
format is H.264 and the video file format is MPEG-10.
The camera is powered by a built-in, rechargeable lithium-ion battery. Time required for
charging a fully depleted battery is 3 hours.
Software
Recorded video can be viewed using the XTRACT software or Windows Media Player.
Gatekeeper’s X-Vault and X-Vault Light software is also available for an additional cost. The
X-Vault software uploads data utilizing a DOKN-GO™ docking base, which holds 6 cameras and
can be expanded to hold up to 36 cameras. The proprietary software provides watermarking,
encryption, data authentication, rights management, and chain of custody record keeping.
3.6

LEA-AID Scorpion Micro DV

The Scorpion Micro DV costs $125 and includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scorpion Micro DV camera unit
2 GB microSD memory card
Multi-use clip and bracket
USB cable
AC/DC adapter
Lanyard
Carrying pouch.

Technical support is included with purchase.
Camera Unit
The camera is constructed of metal. It has an operating temperature range of 14° to 122°F and a
storage temperature range of -4° to 176°F and is water resistant (IP rating not available). The
camera has a lux rating of 1.0.
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The camera features indicators for standby, photo, and video mode. Video is date/time stamped.
The camera utilizes a removable microSD memory card for data storage. Video compression
format is H.264 and the video file format is AVI.
The camera is powered by a built-in, rechargeable lithium-ion battery. Time required for
charging a fully depleted battery is 5 hours.
Software
Recorded video can be viewed using Windows Media Player or QuickTime.
3.7

Pinnacle Response Ltd. PR5

The PR5 costs $895 and includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PR5 camera unit
Rotating clip mount
Rotating police mount (for use with Klick Fast brand dock)
Fixed police mount (for use with Klick Fast brand dock)
USB cable
AC adapter
DC adapter
Phillips head screwdriver
Quick-start guide.

Technical support is included with purchase.
Camera Unit
The camera has a ruggedized molded construction. It has an operating and storage temperature
range of -4° to 120°F. The camera is shock resistant (drop tested from 9 feet to concrete) and
has an IP45 rating. The camera has a lux rating of 0.2.
The camera features indicators for battery level, data storage capacity, and active recording.
Video is stamped with the date/time and the serial number of the camera. The camera features
non-removable data storage. Video compression format is H.264 and the video file format is
AVI.
The camera is powered by a built-in, rechargeable lithium-ion battery. Time required for
charging a fully depleted battery is 2.5 hours.
Software
Recorded video can be viewed using Windows Media Player.
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3.8

PRO-VISION® Video Systems BODYCAM®

The BODYCAM costs $295 and includes the following:
BODYCAM camera unit with integrated 1.5-inch display
8 GB microSD memory card
Rotating garment clip
Shoulder clip
2 USB cables
AC adapter
DC adapter
A/V cable
User guides
Carrying pouch
Remote control
Hard-sided storage case
BODYCAM software disc.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technical support is included with purchase.
Camera Unit
The camera is constructed of thermoplastic polymer. It has an operating temperature range of
14° to 122°F. The camera is shock resistant (drop tested from 10 feet) and has an IP65 rating.
The camera has a manually controlled IR illuminator.
The camera features indicators for power, battery level, active recording, and IR illuminator.
Metadata and video tagging includes user ID and date/time stamps. The camera utilizes a
removable microSD memory card for data storage. Video compression format is H.264 and the
video file format is AVI.
The camera is powered by a built-in, rechargeable lithium-ion battery. Time required for
charging a fully depleted battery is 3 hours.
Software
Recorded video can be viewed using Windows Media Player or QuickTime.
3.9

RevealMedia Ltd.

RevealMedia Ltd. offers two law enforcement-grade, body-worn video cameras: the RS2-X2
($529) and the RS3-SX ($599). Technical support is included with purchase for both products.
Camera Units
The cameras are constructed of thermoplastic polymer. They have a lux rating of 0.1.
The cameras feature on-screen indicators for battery level, data storage capacity, active
recording, time, date, and resolution setting. Video is date/time stamped. The video file format
is MOV.
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Software
Recorded video can be reviewed utilizing QuickTime or the Digital Evidence Management
Solution (DEMS) software. Software can be bundled with camera purchase for an additional
cost. The DEMS software supports downloading, playback, searching, annotating, archiving,
reviewing, data management, and DVD copying of video as well as a cloud storage option.
3.9.1

RS2-X2

The RS2-X2 costs $529 (camera only) or $829 (with software bundle)
and includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•

RS2-X2 camera unit with an integrated 2-inch display
Stud mounting clip
Lanyard
Pocket clip
DEMS software license (with software bundle purchase).

Camera Unit
The camera can be utilized horizontally or vertically; however, the
field of view is lessened to 60 degrees when vertically mounted.
The camera has an IP54 rating. It is powered by a built-in, rechargeable lithium-ion battery.
Time required for charging a fully depleted battery is 3 hours.
The camera features non-removable data storage.
3.9.2

RS3-SX

The RS3-SX costs $599 (camera only) or $899 (with software bundle) and
includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RS3-SX camera unit with an integrated 2.5-inch display
8 GB SD memory card
Stud mounting clip
Lanyard
Pocket clip
USB cable
DEMS software license (with software bundle purchase).

Camera Unit
The camera can be utilized horizontally or vertically; however, the field of view is lessened to
60 degrees when vertically mounted.
The camera has an IP65 rating. It is powered by a built-in, rechargeable lithium-ion battery.
Time required for charging a fully depleted battery is 3.5 hours.
The camera utilizes a removable SD memory card for data storage.
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3.10

Safety Vision LLC Prima Facie Body Camera

The Prima Facie Body Camera costs $579 and includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prima Facie Body Camera unit with an integrated 2-inch display
Rotating clip mount
Shoulder clip mount
USB cable
AC adapter
Docking station with power cord
Five display screen protectors
User guide.

Technical support is included with purchase.
Camera Unit
The camera is constructed of thermoplastic polymer. It has an operating temperature range
of -13° to 140°F and a storage temperature range of -25° to 155°F. The camera is shock resistant
(drop tested from 9.8 feet to a hard surface) and has an IP55 rating. The camera has an
automatic IR illuminator and a lux rating of 0.08.
The camera features indicators for power, battery level, active recording, and active charging.
Video is stamped with date/time, as well as with a unit ID that can be set in the software. The
camera features non-removable data storage. Video compression format is H.264 and the video
file format is MPEG-4.
The camera is powered by a built-in, rechargeable lithium-ion battery. Time required for
charging a fully depleted battery is 4 hours.
The camera can integrate with most officer-worn, two-way radios, taking the place of the
lapel-worn microphone.
Software
Recorded video can only be viewed via a two-part software combination that is included with
purchase. First, the Prima Facie Transfer Agent is used to download files from the body cameras
to local data storage. Second, PrimaView™ is used to view files. PrimaView supports playback,
searching, annotating, classifying, archiving, reviewing, data management, and DVD copying of
video. The proprietary software also provides data authentication, rights management, and chain
of custody record keeping.
3.11

TASER International Inc.

TASER International Inc. offers two body-worn video cameras: the AXON body™ ($399) and
the AXON Flex™ ($599).
Camera Units
The cameras are constructed of thermoplastic polymer. They have an operating temperature
range of -4° to 122°F and a storage temperature range of -4° to 95°F. Both cameras are shock
resistant (drop tested from 6 feet to concrete).
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The cameras have a lux rating of less than 1.0. Video is date/time stamped. Both feature nonremovable data storage. Video compression format is H.263 and the video file format is
MPEG-4.
The cameras are powered by a built-in, rechargeable lithium-ion polymer battery. Time required
for charging a fully depleted battery is 6 hours.
Software
Video recorded on the TASER AXON body and AXON Flex can only be played back with use
of Evidence Sync or EVIDENCE.com (www.evidence.com). Evidence Sync is included with
the purchase price and allows for configuration of camera settings but has fewer capabilities than
EVIDENCE.com subscription services. EVIDENCE.com provides multiple data authentication,
rights management, and recordkeeping capabilities as well as a cloud storage option.
Video is also viewable on mobile devices utilizing Bluetooth technology via AXON Mobile
Android or iOS applications.
3.11.1 AXON body
The AXON body costs $399 and includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•

AXON body camera unit
Holster and clip
Straight cable
Coiled cable
USB sync cable with wall charger.

Technical support is included with purchase.
The camera has an IP55 rating. It features indicators for power,
battery level, data storage capacity, and active/inactive recording.
3.11.2 AXON Flex
The AXON Flex costs $599 and includes the following:
• AXON Flex camera unit
• Controller
• One mounting option (collar, epaulette, helmet, hat,
low-rider headband, mount for Oakley® glasses, or
ballistic vest)
• Holster with two belt clips for controller
• AC adapter
• USB cable
• Two cables (coiled and straight) that connect the camera
to the controller.
Technical support is included with purchase.
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Camera System
The camera system is comprised of the camera and controller. The camera has an IPX2 rating
and the controller has an IP55 rating. The camera system features indicators for battery level,
standby, and active recording.
3.12

Veho MuviView HD Pro

The MuviView HD Pro costs $239 and includes the following:
• MuviView HD Pro camera unit with an integrated 1.5-inch
display
• 8 GB microSD memory card
• Bracket pack
• Multi-surface suction mount
• USB cable.
Technical support is included with purchase
Camera Unit
The camera is constructed of metal. It has an operating and storage temperature range of 14° to
140°F. The camera is shock resistant (drop test information not available) and water resistant
(IP rating not available). The camera features a lux rating of 1.0.
The camera features indicators for battery level, charging, active recording, and still image
capture. Video is date/time stamped. The camera utilizes a removable microSD memory card
for data storage. Video compression format is H.264 and the video file format is MOV or
MPEG-4.
The camera is powered by a built-in, rechargeable lithium-ion battery. Time required for
charging a fully depleted battery is 2 hours.
Software
Recorded video can be viewed using Windows Media Player.
3.13

VIEVU LLC LE3

The LE3 costs $899 and includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LE3 camera unit
Two chest clip mounts
Lapel-pin mount
AC adapter
USB cable
Quick-start guide
VeriPatrol software.

Technical support is included with purchase.
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Camera Unit
The camera is constructed of thermoplastic polymer with a rubber coating. It has an operating
temperature range of -4° to 122°F and the recommended storage temperature is 68°F. The
camera is shock resistant (drop tested from 10 feet to a hard surface) and has an IPX5 rating.
The camera has a lux rating of 1.0.
The camera features indicators for battery level, data storage capacity, and active recording.
Video is date/time stamped. The camera features non-removable data storage. Video
compression format is H.264 and the video file formats are AVI and MPEG-4.
The camera is powered by a built-in, rechargeable lithium-ion battery. Time required for
charging a fully depleted battery is 3 hours.
Software
Recorded video can only be viewed using VeriPatrol software that is provided with purchase.
The software has multiple data authentication, rights management, and recordkeeping
capabilities.
3.14

WatchGuard Video VISTA

The VISTA camera is available for purchase with two battery options;
extended capacity ($1,120) and standard capacity ($995). Purchase of
either includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•

VISTA camera unit
Dock & Go data transfer/charge base
USB cable
AC adapter
Evidence Library Express software.

Technical support is included with purchase.
Camera Unit
The camera is constructed of cast magnesium, rubber, and thermoplastic polymer. It has an
operating and storage temperature range of -40° to 185°F and is weatherproof (IP rating not
available). The camera has a lux rating of 0.85.
The camera features indicators for battery level, data storage capacity, number of recordings,
incident categories, recording duration, date and time, and assigned officer name. Video is
stamped with the user ID and date/time. The camera features non-removable data storage.
Video compression format is H.264 and the video file format is AVI or MPEG-4.
The camera is powered by a by a user-replaceable, rechargeable lithium-polymer battery. Time
required for charging a fully depleted battery is 3 hours.
Software
Recorded video can only be viewed using Evidence Library Express software. The software has
multiple data authentication, rights management, and recordkeeping capabilities.
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3.15

Wolfcom Enterprises

Wolfcom Enterprises offers two body-worn video cameras: the Wolfcom 3rd Eye ($475) and the
Wolfcom Vision ($250).
3.15.1 Wolfcom® 3rd Eye Police Body Camera
The Wolfcom 3rd Eye Police Body Camera costs $475 and includes the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wolfcom 3rd Eye camera unit with integrated 2-inch display
Vest clip
Epaulette clip
USB cable
AC adapter
HDMI cable.

Technical support is included with purchase.
Camera Unit
The camera is constructed of plastic. It has an operating temperature range of -22° to 131°F and
a storage temperature range of -18° to 127°F. The camera is shock resistant (drop tested from
6 feet to concrete) and has an IP53 rating. The camera has a manual IR illuminator and a lux
rating of 1.0.
The camera features indicators for power, battery level, data storage capacity, active/inactive
recording, time/date/GPS coordinates, recording time, photo capacity, and buffering. The video
is stamped with the date/time, GPS coordinates, and badge number. The camera features
non-removable data storage. Video compression format is H.264 and the video file format is
MOV.
The camera is powered by a built-in, rechargeable lithium-polymer battery. Time required for
charging a fully depleted battery is 4 hours.
The camera can integrate with most officer-worn, two-way radios, taking the place of the
lapel-worn microphone.
Software
Recorded video can be viewed using Windows Media Player, QuickTime, Real Player, and VLC
Player. Wolfcom Management Software is also available for an additional cost. The software
has multiple data authentication, rights management, and recordkeeping capabilities as well as a
cloud storage option.
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3.15.2 Wolfcom Vision
The Wolfcom Vision costs $250 and includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Wolfcom Vision camera unit
Rotatable clip
USB cable
AC and DC adapters
Set-up software.

Technical support is included with purchase.
Camera Unit
The camera is constructed of aluminum and thermoplastic polymer. It has an operating
temperature range of -14° to 140°F and a storage temperature range of -4° to 140°F. It is shock
resistant (drop tested from 6 feet) and has an IPX4 rating. The camera has a lux rating of 1.0.
The camera features indicators for active recording and charging. Video is stamped with camera
ID, badge number, and date/time. The camera features non-removable data storage. Video
compression format is H.264 and the video file formats are MOV and MPEG-4.
The camera is powered by a built-in, rechargeable lithium-polymer battery. Time required for
charging a fully depleted battery is 2.5 hours.
Software
Recorded video can be viewed using Windows Media Player, QuickTime, Real Player, and VLC
Player. Wolfcom Management Software is also available for an additional cost. The software
has multiple data authentication, rights management, and recordkeeping capabilities as well as a
cloud storage option.
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4.

VENDOR CONTACT INFORMATION

Additional information on the body-worn video cameras included in this market survey report
can be obtained from the vendors listed in Table 4-1. Additional vendors of body-worn video
cameras are also included, as designated by an asterisk (*).
Table 4-1. Vendor Contact Information
Vendor

Phone Number

Website

Black Mamba Protection LLC

(888) 444-6290

http://mybmppro.com

Black Tree Group LLC1

(703) 669-0178

http://www.blacktreeinc.net

CR Services Inc.2

(757) 855-1950

http://www.crservicesinc.com

Digital Ally Inc.

(800) 440-4947

http://www.digitalallyinc.com

Donatini Inc. dba Johnson
Hicks Marine3

(831) 475-3383

http://johnsonhicksmarine.com

Extreme Technologies LLC

(888) 579-2267

https://vio-pov.com

Eye3Data

(888) 777-9059

http://www.eye3mobile.com

Gatekeeper Systems Inc.

(888) 666-4833

http://www.gatekeeper-systems.com

HauteSpot Networks
Corporation*

(800) 541-5589

http://www.hautespot.net

L-3 Mobile-Vision Inc.*

(800) 336-8475

http://www.mobile-vision.com

LEA-AID

(800) 354-9669

http://www.leacorp.com

(888) 689-9222

http://www.mphindustries.com

Panasonic Corporation of
North America*

(855) 323-8787

http://www.panasonic.com

Pinnacle Response Ltd.

+44 02895 320222

http://www.pinnacleresponse.com

PRO-VISION Video Systems.

(800) 576-1126

http://www.bodycameras.com

Reveal Media Ltd.

(888) 269-9924

http://revealmedia.com/us

Safety Vision LLC

(800) 880-8855

http://www.safetyvision.com

TASER International Inc.

(800) 978-2737

http://www.taser.com

Veho

Not available

http://www.veho-world.com

VIEVU LLC

(888) 285-4548

http://www.vievu.com

WatchGuard Video

(800) 605-6734

http://watchguardvideo.com

Wolfcom Enterprises

(323) 962-1061

http://www.wolfcomusa.com

MPH Industries Inc.

4

Notes:
1
Pinnacle Response Ltd. distributor
2
Eye3Data distributor
3
Black Mamba Protection LLC distributor
4
Veho distributor
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5.

SUMMARY

This market survey report provides information on more than 20 body-worn video cameras from
15 vendors that range in price from $125 to $1,120. All products are black in color and feature
color video recording with auto focus and a built-in microphone.
Considerations in purchasing a body-worn video camera vary by user preference and the
application of the body-worn video camera. Some considerations include the ability to record
video in high definition and if the camera features a video playback display or an IR illuminator.
User-selectable audio recording is also an important consideration, especially in states that have
laws limiting audio evidence in court.
Emergency responder agencies that consider purchasing body-worn video cameras should
carefully research each product’s overall capabilities and limitations in relation to their agency’s
operational needs.
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APPENDIX A. INGRESS PROTECTION (IP) RATING
The International Electrotechnical Commission Ingress Protection (IP) Rating specifies the level
of protection an enclosure provides against solid foreign objects and liquids. The first number
refers to protection against solid foreign objects, and the second number refers to protection
against liquids. The highest possible rating is IP68.
First Number

Meaning

Second Number

(Protection against solid foreign objects)

Meaning

(Protection against liquids)

0

No protection.

0

No protection.

1

Protected against solid
objects over 50 mm
(e.g., accidental touch by
hand).

1

Protected against water falling
vertically.

2

Protected against solid
objects over 12 mm
(e.g., accidental touch by
finger).

2

Protected against direct sprays
up to 15 degrees from vertical.

3

Protected against solid
objects over 2.5 mm
(e.g., tools, wires).

3

Protected against direct sprays
up to 60 degrees from vertical.

4

Protected against solid
objects over 1 mm
(e.g., small wires).

4

Protected against sprays from
all directions. Limited ingress
permitted.

5

Protected against dust-limited
ingress (no harmful deposit).

5

Protected against low pressure
jets of water from all
directions. Limited ingress
permitted.

6

Totally protected against all
dust.

6

Protected against strong jets of
water. Limited ingress
permitted (e.g., acceptable for
use on ship decks).

7

Protected against temporary
effects of immersion between
15 cm and 1 m for 30 minutes.

8

Protected against long periods
of immersion under pressure.

A-1

